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ABSTRACT

In this article we introduce a technical analysis that permits; on the one hand, to help the user to
discriminate optimally the morphological results of a word in an Arabic text and to identify its nature (noun
or a verb) on the basis of these prefixes, suffixes and its particles of attributions. On the other hand, we can
determine the syntactic results of each analyzed word on the basis of the context. In this humble work, the
approach has two steps: In the first stage, the study focuses on a broad analysis of words on the basis of
Arabic rules. Then, in the second stage, we can clarify a technique based on a deterministic finite
automaton (DFA), which is designed to treat the chosen words character by character in the sense of a
suitable transition. In the final output and via different labels, the system determines the nature, the gender
and number for each automated word.

Keywords: Arabic Language, Automatic Natural Language Processing, Deterministic Finite Automaton
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1. INTRODUCTION

Thanks to the advent of Internet and search
engines, where the problem is not anymore the
access to the information [1], the Arabic language
natural processing has known these last years
(since 2000, so far) a true ascent whether it is on
various scientists plans (the design of the Latin-
Arabic or Arabic-Latin scientific dictionaries and
the mechanisms which allow to handle concepts in
ontology ...), or social factors (the encouragement
of the Arabic researchers to develop and improve
their searches …) or economic (sale of products
and computing software …); all that is done by the
emergence of a very important number of the
technical inventions (TI)such as the automatic
translators of texts, spell-checkers of errors, and
automatic generators of summaries … etc. [2]. But
even with these technical developments, there are
still several difficulties in the automatic treatment
bound by the characteristics of the Arabic language

itself, in a point which certain researchers asserted
that there is no complete system for the labelling of
Arabic text [3]. Today, this linguistic space entails
much more effort to reach a successful result,
because the former attempts do not often manage
to buckle the majority of the linguistic phenomena
in Arabic, and besides, the performances of search
remain defective especially in the domain of the
computerization of the Arabic language.  But the
only linguistic and TI challenge which is the main
stumbling block and which often hampers the
researchers for the automatic treatment of a natural
language (ATNL) is the problem of the ambiguity.
This problem strongly increased in Arabic
language unlike the other natural languages such as
English and French; this complexity shows itself
under various forms according to the various levels
of treatment whether they are lexical,
morphological, syntactic or even semantic. It is
due to the fact that the Arabic language is
characterized by its strongly inflected, derivational
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and agglutinative morphology; it’s a very similar
textual construction of the words in morphological,
syntactic and semantic form. Besides that, the
Arabic written texts are completely characterized
by the absence of the (diacritic) short vowels [4],
which led to the domination of the ambiguity.

The improvement of the disambiguation is in the
development of the last TI revolution and the
massive explosion in quantity of information. The
need for  improving and designing the new
methods and the techniques of treatment, and in
particular, the necessity of labelling the words in
the Arabic texts through considerable applications

or by systems of suitable studies, as seen by
examples of the automatic treatment by the system
of  (DFA) for the morpho-syntactic and sometimes
semantic detection[5] words. It's in this context
that we undertake this work.

2. STATE OF THE ART

The analysis classify words according to their
morpho-syntactic categories and identify named
entities[6] in order to achieve the highest level
applications, such as information retrieval,
automatic translation, answer questions, etc.

Approaches:
Various works are interested in the objective

analysis of the Arabic words and the elaboration of
the morpho-syntactic analyzers allows reaching
this goal and which can be gathered in the form of
three approaches [7]:

The symbolic approach: which is based on the
method of segmentation of the word in prefixes,
infixes and suffixes with the aim of extracting the
root of the Arabic word? Among these analyzers
which were developed and lean on this approaches
[8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14][15].

The statistical approach: this approach calculates
the possibilities and the probability that a prefix, a
suffix and a radical can appear together in a
database of the words [16] .The most used
statistical methods are the methods for overseen
learning.  This type of method bases itself on a
mechanism of learning from a big corpus of pre-
labelled texts [17].

The hybrid approach: it presents a combination
of these two approaches [18].

The majority of the works handling the Arabic
morphology were rather interested in the
morphological labelling [19] by basing itself on
methods of learning and a light morphological
analysis [20], [21], [22], [23]. Nevertheless, we
notice a big need to the complete and available
systems for analyzing the Arabic words because of
their morphological complexities; the difficulty is
incomparable, because the ambiguities are more
frequent and the Arabic words are difficult to
analyze.

Nevertheless, we can mention activities
concerning the morphological analysis for the
Arabic language:

-The system of morphological analysis of
Arabic texts [24] which gives for every word a
single morphological analysis, at first met a valid

solution. -Therefore, the system can give an
adequate solution without the context of the word.

-The system of morphological analysis of the
Arabic nouns [25] allowing only the determination
of morphological characteristics of the Arabic
nouns.

-The Sebawai system [8] is a system of surface
morphological analysis used in an application of
search for information. This system has two main
models: the first one uses a list of pairs of the
Arabic word-root, while the second model in the
draft of the Arabic words in the entrance, tries to
build prefix - suffix - radical's possible
combinations, and gives them as it lets the possible
roots of a given Arabic word.

-The AraParse system [26] is based on linguistic
resources (lexicons and grammars) in wide cover
and allows dealing with Arabic vowel, no - vowel
or partially vowel … The system consists of two
main functions: a function of morpho-lexical
analysis and the function of parsing.

-The morphological analyzer in states finished of
Xerox [12] uses the generic tools of Xerox, based
on models of languages implemented by
automatons in finished states. It gives every word
all its lists of possible morphological
characteristics.

-The Web based Arabic morphological analyzer
[27] is a morphological analyzer treating Arabic
texts with no vowel derived of the Internet. It bases
itself on a method of contextual exploration which
allows to identify the word and its contextual
characteristics and thus to look for the affixes
which can be associated to it.

-The Arabic morphological analyzer of buckwalter
[9] is based on the lists of the words and the
morphological information; these lists include the
list of the lemma, the list of prefixes and suffix and
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paintings of corrections to determine the correct
combinations which attach prefixes and suffixes to
the words.

-Morphological analyzer Sakher allows to
determine the possible root of an Arabic word by
deleting all affixes and suffixes, and by describing
the morphological structure of this one [28].
Unfortunately, there is not a trial version for this
analyzer.

-The labeler ASVM of Diab [22], which is an
adaptation to Arabic of the English system
YamCha, is pulled on an annotated corpus named
Arabic Treebank [29]. This corpus connects the
label THE POS Arabic with the label Penn
English, what allows to group several label Arabic
in a single label English, for example, to connect
all adjectives with a single class [30].

-The MORPH2 system [31] is is a morphological
analyzer for Arabic in which no vowel developed
within the team LARIS (RESEARCH
LABORATORY in Computing in Sfax-Tunisia).
The lexicon used in MORPH2 is stored in fifteen
files XML of different structures.

3. MORPHOLOGY

The study of morphological analysis consists in
decomposing the words into morphemes [32], [33]
without taking into account grammatical links
between the latter [34]. This part of study has the
objective of giving the majority of labels to the
Arabic words with their affixes. But it does not
mean that we can find difficulties at the level of
the morphology in particular, when it comes to
case study of the morphemic structure of some
Arabic words.

We distinguish in our study, two categories of
words (we consider an exception for the words
accompanied by particles): the first category
includes words consisting of prefixes (eg. the word
یجمع / pick), infixs (eg, the word كراسي / chairs) and
suffixes (eg the word وقفة / pause) and the second
category established by consonants identical to
affixes, but they are different from these last
morphemes (eg. سیمون, یسار, أھل ...). The difficulty
of treatment by the system DFA can seem
morphologically between these two categories.

4. SYNTAX

The syntactic study is considered as an
important task for the detection of the Arabic
words and the decision concerning the
phenomenon of the ambiguity of the words. The

main difficulty of parsing is to make the link enter
the program (the continuation of words) and the
grammar out of context of the language.

The parsing has an objective to recognize the
sentences belonging to the syntax of the language.
It contains the following three parts:

i) The syntactic categories:  labels that allow us
to resemble words together according to various
characteristics.

ii) The syntactic rules and the construction of
the sentences: syntactic rules allow us to combine
words into sentences.

iii) The transformation of the sentences: the
different forms of transformations of the sentences
for the same type of sentence. Example: یبحثالطالب

المعلومةعن / student research information. This
sentence can be transformed to the questioning of
ways عنالطالبیبحثأ, المعلومة؟عنیبحثالطالب

؟المعلومةعنالطالبیبحثھل, ؟المعلومة

5. THE AUTOMATIC TREATMENT OF THE
WORDS BY DFA

Let us consider the set E, associated by all the
attributes which give a label for every Arabic
word: verbal prefixes (Pv) or nominal (Pn), verbal
suffixes (Sv) or nominal (Sn), verbal particles (Vp)
or nominal (Np) and others (time, kind, number
…):

E= {Mo, N,V, Pn, Pv, Vp, Np, Sn, Sv, Pc,
Sc,FN, SM, SF,PF,PM,DF,DM,  FSN, FSV,  FDN,
FDV, MSN, MSV, MDN, MDV, FPN, FPV, MPN,
MPV}. And the character esp represents the space
between the words and other punctuations: esp =
{ ،'' .‘  '،' , ' ' ، ; '' :' }.

A. Verbs analysis by DFA

The system (DFA), which allows us to analyze
the Arabic verbs with their prefixes and suffixes, is
the following form (figure 1).

Explanation (corresponding figure 1) :

Between the following states we have:

- From q0 to state 6 we get V(present).

-From q0 to state 8 we get FDV present/past

or MDV present/past.

- From q0 to state 11 we get FPV present.

- From q0 to state 15 we get MPV
present/past.
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- From q0 to states 17 and 19 we get a word
(Mo)

-The state schematized by represents
the

initial state, and the symbol represents the
final state.

-The symbol * represents any Arabic letter. And c:
any character, excepted the) {ن، ت، ي، س، أ} /*
following morphemes: ( ي، س، أ، ت، ن )).

Note:

-Writing (Mo) means any word.

B. Nouns Analysis by DFA

The Arabic nouns handled by the system (DFA),
according to their affixes (prefixes and suffixes)
are the following form (figure 2).
Explanation(corresponding figure 2) :

Between the following states we have:

- From q0 to states: 9, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48 and 54 we
get

a word (Mo).

- From q0 to states: 10, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21 and 23
we get

FSN (Feminine Singular Noun).

- From q0 to states: 11, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22 and 24
we get

a Noun (N).

- From q0 to state: 31 we get MSN (Masculine

Singular Noun).

-From q0 to state:33 we get FPN/MPN
(Feminine

Plural Noun or Masculine Plural Noun).

- From q0 to state: 41we get Particle (P).

- From q0 to state: 42 we get Often Particle
(P).

6. THE ARABIC WORDS ASSOCIATED
WITH PARTICLES

The Arabic particles are divided into three
categories: first category concerns the relevant
particles in verbs; the second category includes the
particles in nouns; and the third involves the
common particles between verbs and the Arabic
nouns.

A. Examples of Particles Attributed by Verbs (Vp)

In this task of study, we consider a class of
verbal particles which are frequently used. We
obtain:

-Accusative Particles. They are four particles:
{ كي–لن -إذن - ْن أ }.

-The particles of the source (حروف المصدر) which
are formed by five particles: { لو- ما - كي - أّن -أن  }.

--The affirmative particles or "particles jussifs "
}  :formed also by five particles (حروف الجزم) لم - إْن 

الناھیةالم - الم األمر -ا لمّ – } (figure 3).

Explanation (corresponding figure 3) :

Between the following states we have:

- From q0 to state: 4 we get        Particles of Verbs
(Vp)

- From q0 to state: 8 we get        Particles of
Verbs (Vp)

- From q0 to state: 11 we get       Particles of
Verbs (Vp)

- From q0 to state: 22 we get        Particles of
Verbs (Vp)

B. Example of Particles Attributed by Names (Np)

The nominal particles are established with
typical infinity:

-The prepositionsis are 17 particles: { عن - إلى - من
- منذ- مذ- حتى - الواو- التاء- الباء- الالم- الكاف- رب-في-على- 

- حاشا- عدا- خال }. (We insist in our study (DAF), in
particular on the most frequent prepositions).

-Three particles of the oath: { الواو- التاء -الباء  }.

-Particles of exception: { حاشا- خالعدا- إال }.

-The particles of the most frequent interjections
are :{ أیا-أي-آ- یا- أ }.

-Particles "" إنّ  And their group, and who are five
particles: { لعل- لیت- لكن-كأن- إنّ  }.

-Both particles of condition: { لو-إْن  }.

-Particles of the future: {سوف}

-Three particles of the anticipation: {قد – لقد –
.{فقد

-The particles of incentive (حروف التحضیض) are
five particles :{ لوما- لوال -ھالّ -أما - أال  }.

We notice according to the previous information
that there are common verbal particles, and which
have several functions (ex: ْإن"": can consider on

q
0

0
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one hand, as a particle of jussif and particle of
condition on the other hand).

To avoid these iterations, we can select a set of
the verbal particles Vp whatever is the category.
Thus we have:

Vp = { ،لم، لن،ما ،أّن، كي، أْن،لّما، إذن، سوف، قد، لقد، فقد، لو
.إْن، ال،أال، أما، ھال، لوال، لوما}

-The particle which indicates the surprise ( حرف
.{إذا} :(المفاجأة

-Both particles which indicate the detail of an
event in a sentence: { إما- أّما }.

-Three particles of “attanbih/(حروف التنبیھ)”: { ھا
أالّ -أما - ) (ھاأنذا }.

Either the set of the nominal particles following
one (where, we avoid in this case all the particles
who have a low frequency in the Arabic texts):

Np = { - على- عن - إلى - من-التاء- الباء-الالم- حتى الكاف
- في - إال - أیا- أي-آ- یا - لعل- لیت- لكن- كأن- إنّ  – أّما إما  - إذا 

- {أال (figure 4).

Explanation:

- Where: c= */ {،ل، ك، ف، ع، آ، ح، م، أ، إ}

Between the following states we have:

- From q0 to state: 3 we get Particles of
nouns (Np).

- From q0 to state: 10 we get Particles of
nouns (Np).

-from q0 to state20 we get a word (Mo).

-from q0 to state: 24 we get a word (Mo).

7. THE ARABIC WORDS IN CONTEXTS
IN THIS STAGE

We can label the Arabic words in contexts on
the basis of the previous results in the following
way:

-The final word (state 3 or 6), can be considered as
a verb (V) / noun (N), if it is preceded by Pv or
suffixed by Sv/preceded by Pn or suffixed by Sn.
Where the expressions:

(Pv_Mo or Mo_Sv/ Pn_Mo or Mo_Sn),
impliquent que (Mo = V/ Mo=N).

Figure 5:  The Treatment Of Arabic Names And Verbs
Based Their Prefixes (A) And Their Suffixes (B).

-When one is in a sentence of the form: Mo1 Mo2
Mo3, such as Mo1 = V, Mo2 = V and Mo3
(unknown).  Automatically the word Mo3 can be a
name (if it is not up to the list of the particle)
.example: (قد عاد یصرخ عالیا), as Vp(قد) V(عاد)
MSV( :So .(عالیا)PV Mo) Mo :یصرخ

It is found that: Mo=Noun (N).

Figure 6:  Example For Treatment Of Arabic Words  In
Contexts.

-If the Arabic sentence contains on SFN (Singular
Feminine Name suffixed by For example .ة ("الجملة"
is followed by a word which is prefixed by the
letter:,ت example: :تتكون Mo, then (Mo) it’s a_ت
verb. Either the graph of the automaton
representing this process, where the sentence of
treatment is:..الجملة تتكون .
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It is found that: Mo=Verb (V).

Figure 7:  Analysis By Dfa Of A Word Preceded By A
Name Ends With The Letterة (Fsn).

8. CONCLUSION
Through this article we were able to develop a

system deterministic finite automaton (DFA) to an
application dedicated the morpho-syntactic
analysis of the Arabic words. Our approach is
based on grammatical rules and the contexts of the
sentences (position of the words in the sentence).
This contribution aims at handling the Arabic
maximum of words which were not handled, then
we affixed by every word the corresponding label.
For that purpose, we employ on this article the
system (DFA) to indicate the Arabic words, then
the use of results of labeling to analyze the words
in the contexts of the sentences. Although this
approach raises problems (i.e. the mechanism of
treatment is incapable to differentiate between
affixes and letters of bases, heaviness of analysis
and treatment, etc.), we aim mainly and thanks to
this work at developing the system in a more
relevant approach to remedy these problems and
find effective solutions. It will be the stake in our
next work.
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Figure1: Extract Of The Graph Of DFA To Handle The Arabic Verbs.

Figure 2: Extract Of The DFA To Handle The Arabic Names.
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Figure3: Extract Of The DFA To Handle The Arabic Verbs With Their Particles.

Figure 4: Extract Of The DFA To Handle The Arabic Nouns With Their Particles.


